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Search begins for
Hope replacement
By Vincent F. Light
"The search process is underway," for a replacement for former Assistant Dean for Student
Affairs Mary (. Hope, said Associate Dean Robert M. Randolph.
A search committee responsi-ble for finding a replacement
convened Friday for the first
time. The eight member committee, comprised of faculty, students and housemasters, presently has three student members. Randolph declined to give the
names of the students. ""Iwould
rather ask them first to see if they
would want to be revealed" because he did not want the student
members to be put under undue
pressure, he said.
"Not all students [on the corm
mittee] are representatives of student groups," Randolph said.
"The committee is a fairly diverse
group of people in the sense of
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students."
"I hope to have someone
named by the end of the month,"
Randolph added.
Hope is no longer on the MIT
payroll, according to James J.
Culliton, director of personnel.
Hope '"has not offically retired,"
he added. "There is required paperwork which has not been
done."
Culliton said he is unaware of
Hope's intentions, and he has
"not been in touch with her for
over a month."
The Student Assistance Services section of the Dean's Office
has hired Janie Ward, a doctoral
candidate at the Harvard University Graduate School of Education to fill the position temporarily, Randolph said.
Ward started in January and is
presently working two days a
week.
"y
"She IS extremely well qualified

where they are from, and what
where
they ar
e fromoanddwin.
they are"in.counseling,"
invoved

with an extensive background in
he said.

"'1 am hoping to have one more
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student appointed that will repr.
Dean for Student Affairs Shirsent the Black Studentsh
Unio
rn
ley M. McBay said her Office
he-said.
'
cannot comment as to whether or
Over 150 resumes have been not Hope could be reinstated.
submitted for the position, Ran"'That question has been predolph said. The committee is sented to President [Paul E.]
evaluating the resumes and wants Gray ['54] and he has responded
to interview five to eight people by saying that the decision is finfor the position.
al," McBay said.
The job description states the
McBay dismissed Hope in Noperson who takes the position - vember after eleven years of ser". . . will counsel and advise stu- vice. A letter McBay sent to
dents and students' groups, with Hope explains the dismissal, but
a major responsibility for providneither McBay nor Hope has reing support services to minority
leased it.
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best and brightest at MIT," he
said.
Nancy DeVoe, the Alpha Phi
International president, told the
audience, "BW are proud to be
the first Greek letter society at
MIT, and we are proud of these
women.
"It is indeed an honor for Alpha Phi International," she said.
Holly Bodman, advisor of
Tufts University's Alpha Phi
chapter and vice-president of the
Alpha Phi's educational foundation, presented a gold badge to
Deborah R. Goldfarb '84, Alpha
Phi's scholarship chairman. The
badge will be passed on to future
scholarship chairmen.
Each of the new members
signed the charter in alphabetical
order. Gannon will personally
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.Marshall Scholarship winner Mark Templer '.84.
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SCC will sponsor concert
during SpoRing Weekend
By Ellen L. Spero
The Student Center Committee
in a meeting Sunday night unanimously approved a motion to allocate $20,000 to place a bid for
The Go-Go's to play at Spring
Weekend.
John Mark Johnston '84, for-

mer chairman of SCC, also presented "a five-year outlook on
the state of affairs for the Student Center Committee."
The Go-Go's will have two
weeks to respond to the offer, accorTing to Micheline K. Fradd
'85, the committee's band coordinator. The committee will lose an
estimated $5000 on the concert if
the Go-Go's accept, she said.
The Clash yesterday rejected
the committee's bid of $30,000 to
keep the charter until Alpha Phi play at the concert. The committee would have lost even more
secures a house.
money, Fradd said, had the Clash
Gannon closed the ceremony, accepted the bid.
thanking everyone who helped in
Johnston, in an interview folfounding MIT's new sorority, inlowing the meeting, said, refercluding the deans and the Interring to SCC's sponsorship of varFraternity Council chairmen of
ious Spring Weekend events, "If
the past two years.
we can help MIT have a better
The sorority originally began social life by sponsoring -events
as Club Amherst, a group of 40 outside the Student Center, then.
undergraduate women. It re- it is all right."
viewed five national sororities last
"Ilf someone suggests a - conApril, and its Expansion Com- structive way to spend $90,000 a
mittee made a final decision after year in the Student Center, I'd be
recommendations made by Sher- more than glad to do it,'> Johnwood and Immerman.
ston said. "But if our committee
can
improve the entire social life
"We were seeking a national
who would function on the advi- at MIT, then wve will be helping
sory level to provide some type of ourselves because we will have a
leadership," Goldfarb said last better community spirit."'
April.
One proposal listed in the out-

look calls for saving $25,000 for
an architectural study of the Julius A. Straqton '23 Student Center-to be conducted in conjunction with the Institute.
The committee "should increase cheaper alternative programrrming"
and budget events
tighter, which should include
breaking even on big concerts, to
save the money, the proposal
states.
The five-year outlook also calls
for an "increase [in the SCC 24hour] Coffeehouse revenues to establish a larger furniture fund."
The proposal to raise prices
"might eventually get voted on,"
Johnston said. The purpose of
the five-year outlook is to provide
goals that people "can think
about and get enthusiastic about
doing," he explained.
"This represents a change in
the philosophy of the Coffeehouse," Johnston said. The original
aim of the Coffeehouse was to
break even, he said.
SCC might also establish a
homecoming concert similar to
the Spring Weekend concert.
However, the outlook states "this
should only become a priority
once the Spring Weekend does
not lose money."

Templer wins scholarship
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Patrick Peters '85 pins down his opponent from Amherst College during the;. 'wresI tling match on February 5th in duPont gym.

A pha phi benomes chapter
By Edward Whang
The Zeta Phi chapter of Alpha
Phi was installed at a ceremony
Saturday night at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Cambridge. Alpha Phi is MIT's second national
social sorority.
Robert A. Sherwood, associate
dean for student affairs, in a
speech at the ceremony, said the
addition of another all-female
living group would give him
something to tell apprehensive
parents during Residence/Orientation week.
Assistant Dean Stephen D.Immerman predicted that Alpha
Phi, in conjunction with the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs, will find a house this semester.
"You represent some of the

--

By Arvind Kumar
Mark Templer '84 has been
awarded a Marshall Scholarship
enabling him to study on full
scholarship at Oxford University
in England for two years.
About 1000 people applied nationwide for fewer than 50 scholarships, according to Templer.
Five students from MIT applied
this year-said Alar Toomre '57.
professor of applied mathematics
and the MIT representative for
the award.
Toomre said scholarship winners have achieved academic excellence and are "likely to be
leaders in their field."
Templer's activities include
writing political columns for The
Tech and running one hour every
day. His most important activity,

he said, is his membership in the
Boston Church of Christ. He has
also startpd a small business in
his home state.
Templer expects to receive a
bachelor's degree in physics and a
master's degree in political science from MIT in June. At Oxford, he plans to follow a joint
program il philosophy, politics
and economics and receive a bachelor's degree in two years.
'"I think MIT is so good that
we could easily have two dozen"
scholarship winners per year, said
Toomre, a former recipient of the
scholarship. Too few MIT students consider studying abroad,
he said. Harvard University has
six to eight scholarship recipients
annually, he added.
Students apply for the scholar-

ships in one of five regions nationwide, which must include either their home state or the state
in which they attend college.
Templer applied in the the western region of the United States.
The Marshall scholarship was
established in 1953 by the British
government in appreciation to
the United States for aid to Great
Britain after World War 11. The
scholarship covers all expenses
relating to two or three years of
study at any British university.
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Secret clan denstiny in
The Clandestine
Marriage.
Page 10.
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LUBE, OIL CHANGE & FILTER
NOW $19.95

Brakes That Are Guaranteed
as Long As You Own Your Car

OIl filter
:Chassis lubrication
*Up to S quarts of famous
Sunoco brand 10130Motor Oi
*10/40 Oil $1 00 extra
eDiesel oil cap and filter
type may effect price

BENDIX BRAKES
CHARGO SEAL
Regular price $89.00

NOW $69.00

II

BATTERY SALE

icludes:

6new front brake pads
&new grease seals
awheel bearings repacked
&Front rotors resurfaced
master cylinder and
hydraulic system checked
Also check rear brakes and road test car.

Regular Price $68.88

NOW $54.88
INSTALLED
Our top of the line battery provides superior starting
power for cars with maximurri electrical loads
Backed In writng
Ofer ends March 3, 1984

IE

For Imported and US cars with conventional rear-wlhee)
drive. Prices will vary for front-wheel drive, depending on
vehicle model
Rrnks Kinnri CAnters
DFU1u-a ll wayvet *itV

808 Memorial Drive

Cambridge Mass.

864-1111
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The Brothers of
Zeta Beta Tau
wish

their

to congratulate

I

-new initiates

FE

from
the'Alpha-Gama

pledge class of 1987:

I

F
a
I

Gordon M. Lum
Kenneth W. Reed
Richard L. Boyd
Charles T. Chase
Daniel g. Rivenbark
Eduardo A. Gomez
James W. Roberts
David P. Russ
George A. Holt,
Kevin B. Krnopf
Michael W. Schimpf
Eric B. Koefoot
Stephen G. Sisak
Stanley B. Kyi
Stephen G. Wedderburn
Robert J. Litt
Joesph S. Zahaui
Guthrie T. Abbot, Jr.
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Good luck. in the coming years.
I
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ATTENTN'III

ALL CALIFORNIA STUDENTS
CAN EITHER YOU OR YOUR PARENTS STILL
USE FINANCIAL AID THIS YEAR?

loan program is now available to California
students and their parents. The program which is
similar to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
The CLAS

I

(GSLP) allows parents to borrow up to $3,000 per year

to help with educational costis. It is also available to
independent undergraduates and graduate students.
This program is made available through the California
Student

Loan Authority,

I
a

I

FOR M ORE I NFORMQATION SEND THIS COUPON
TO\ THE:
--

CALIFORNIA STUDENT LOAN AUTHORITY
915 Capitol Mall, Room 280
Sacramento, CA 95814

I

Iame:
N
;

Address:

'California Loans to Assist Students
School:
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The Clandestine Marriage

I

by David Garrick and George Colman
Robert N. Scanlan
directed by
William Fregosi
c
sets by
Margaret S. Hall
costumes by
Edward Darna
lighting by
Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium, MIT
February 9, 10, 11 & 16, 17, 18
8p.m.
Tickets: $4.50 or $3.50 w/MIT or Sr. Citizen ID
Reservations: 253-4720

I

World

Anidropov dies; Chemenko chosen as successor - Konst'antin U. Chernenko, who narrowly lost
the appointment as President ofthe Soviet Union and head of itsCommunist Party to Yuri V. Andropov in
1982 was chosen as Andropov's successor by the Central Party. Andropov died Thursday following an
illness that had kept him out of the public eye for over five months of his fifteen-month tenure.
Lebanon may cancel security- agreement - Syrian officials warned Saturday that Lebanese president Amin Gemayel may find itpolitically expedient to cancel the security pact Lebanon signed with Israel
last May, calling it "the only way he can survive.

L
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'US evacuates civilians from Beirut - United States helicopter forces last weekend removed 884
civilians and dependents, mostly American citizens, from Beirut to Cyprus. Syria and the Soviet Union
have conditionally agreed to accept a United Nations peacekeeping force in Lebanon while US, French and
Italian forces are being evacuated from Syria as planned.

N
I

Nation

I

Democratic candidates criticize Reagan in iowa debate - In the second nationally-televised debate of the 1984 presidential campaign, the eight major Democratic contenders were unanimous in their
condemnation of President Ronald W. Reagan's policies. Sen. John H. Glenn, D-Ohio, called Reagan's
Lebanon actions "morally bankrupt," declaring Reagan had led the US into "an undeclared war with an
unknown enemy.
Space shuttle makes perfect landing - The eight-day mission of the space shuttle Challenger ended
Saturday with a flawless touchdown at Cape Canaveral, Fla. This marks the first time a space shuttle has
landed at the same base from which it was launched. The crew also performed the first completely unfettered space-walk outside a spacecraft.
Government to offer legal status to Cuban aliens - Over 100,000 Cubans who sailed to the
United States when President Jimmy Carter exercised his emergency parole, power in 1980 will be offered
residency status and the chance to apply for citizenship. The act does not extend to the 7,200 Haitians who
emigrated to the United States at the same time.
Dartmouth forbids return of NROTC - The faculty of Dartmouth College voted not to permit the
reestablishment of NROTC. The program had been a part of Dartmouth, but was cancelled over a decade
ago due to anti-military student and faculty protest.

Local

Massachusetts Democrats hold caucus - Democrats across Massachusetts gathered Saturday to
choose candidates for the party's state convention June 9 in Worcester. Preliminary analyses of the caucus
indicate the competition for US Senator Paul Tsongas's seat will be keen, with US Representatives Edward
J. Markey and James M. Shannon, Lieutenant Governor John F. Kerry and former House Speaker David
.:- -,
, a
M. Bartley, now a schoolteacher,.making strong'showings.
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Alleged meter thief given no quarter - Boston Traffic and Parking Department otlicers arrested
Basil W'. Polinchak Sunday for breaking into parking meters. He allegedly fashioned a pass key from a
small silver spoon. Department officials first became suspicious when meter receipts from a section of Back
Bay dropped from $1700 to $180 on-consecutive weekends. Polinchak reportedly had 456 quarters on his
person at the time of the arrest.

®a RENT-A-CAR
HARVARD

SQUARE

876-8900

I
I

BOSTON

367-6777

CENTRAL SQUARE

$18,

95

Per day for Chevrolet Chevette
U"LIMITED FREEMILEAGE
Confirmedreservationrequired.

Full Line of 1983 Chevrolets

492-3000

Plus 7 othersuburbanlocations to serve you!

"Nevera
Mileage Charge"
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Repair s 0 Sales s Rentals
Electronic, Electric, and Manual Typewriters
New and Used * Quality Ribbons

Sports

US figure skaters win silver medal - Kitty and Peter Carruthers, a brother-and-sister team from
Burlington, Mass., won a silver medal for the United States in the Olympic pairs figure skating competition
yesterday at Sarajevo. This is the first medal won by American athletes in this year's Olympics.

- Weather

Warm and wet Valentine - Clouds and drizzle with highs 48-52. Rain, heavy at times, beginning in
the evening and continuing into tomorrow. High Wednesday will be between 50 and 54.
Diana ben-Aaron

Robert E. Maichman

547-2720
547-1298

90 Mt. Auburn St.
At Harvard Square
Cambridge, MA 02138
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SHAKESPEARE
ENSEMBLE SEEKS
PERSONNEL

Actors invited to audition for
place in Ensemble Company.
Production Manager wanted
to assist Ensemble Director in
organizing semester's activities. Please call'Tom Stefanick
or Mitch Rothstein at di-9178
or 3-2903 for an interview.

Puzzled by Today's
Job AMarket?
Let COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Help You Rind a Solution.
-- We are Engineers and Computer Scientists ourselves.
-- We stay in touch with Engineering and Research Directors.
-- We are expert at Client/Company interface.

I

Positions available in New England and the West Coast include:
* Communications/Networks

* Operating Systems
· CAD/CAM
e Compilers/Interpreters
· Mini/Micro Implementations

*
*
·
·
·

Signal Processing
Navigation and Guidance
Engineering Management
Computer Architecture
Test Engineering

Contact: Ron Stearn [617] 246-4444
[617] 547-1143 [after six)
or submit resume to:
Computer Science and Engineering
15 Lakeside Office Park
Wakefield, Massachusetts 01 880

Give to:
PRttWEh

T

Department A, Washington, D. C. 20007

Chent companies assume al fees
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Keeep popular lAP
language courses
Budget problems in the Foreign Languages and Literatures
section of the Department of Humanities may lead to the elimination of one of the most popular IAP activities: the intensive
foreign language subjects. These classes are both valuable and
popular, and their cancellation would be a great loss.
The best way to learn a foreign language is by immersion:
speaking, reading, hearing and breathing the language. The
only way to become immersed is, of course, living for a- time in
a country where the language is spoken. The closest one can
come to this ideal at MIT is to take one of the intensive language classes and spend almost 12 hours a day for three-and-ahalf weeks studying the language.
Students recognize this opportunity; the IAP subjects have
been growing steadily in popularity for the ten years they have
been offered. Beginning solely with German, the offerings expanded until this January, when they included all four foreign
languages taught at MIT: German, French, Spanish, and. Russian. When budget constraints caused the Humanities Depart*ment to limit each subject to one recitation section, 60 to 90
students had to be turned away from the courses.
When the Foreign Languages and Literatures section's chronic budget excesses became a problem, however, the IAP classes
were first on the chopping block. They were only offered this
year because of contractual arrangements with the teachers. It
seems likely that the section will eliminate them when it determines its budget for the next year.
I
If the biudget has been exceeded and funding will not be increased, cuts have to be made. Those cuts should be made elsewhere in the section, however. Provost Francis E. Low, Dean of
the School of Humanities and Social Sciences Harold J. Hanham, and Professor Edward B. Turk, head of the Foreign Languages and Literatures section, should make every effort to
preserve this valuable part of academic life at MIT.

Tuitiorn orum can
oster -discussion
:i':
1-tbe-the_4topie at-a forum held tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in room 10-250. It will provide an excellent opportunity for
students to express their views concerning the amount of money they pay for their educations. If the forum is able to unearth
reasonable alternatives to high tuition, or is able to organize
student protest in a constructive fashion, it will be sucessful.
High tuition clearly has severe- deleterious effects. The Institute must not become a school for the rich only. An MIT educat.,ion is invaluable; it must not be unaffordable.
Student discussion, accompanied by, a dialogue between students and administrators, is a good start toward demonstrating
the widespread opposition to real dollar tuition increases, the
unfair burden it places on students, and the need for sensitivity
from the administration. Each side must be aware of the other's needs, however. Posters which announce "Come help us
resist!" and "Too damn much!" send the administration the
message that student protest is merely proforma, bordering on
an annual joke rather than an serious expression of grievance.
Today's forum can be a serious expression.
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Column/Erik A. Devereaux

B roadei zing applicant pool
step in the right direc:,%tion

On Wednesday, Feb. 15, in
room 10-250 at 3:15 p.m the
MIT Faculty will meet to diiscuss
a joint proposal by the faaculty
Committee on Educational F?olicy
and the Committee on U ndergraduate Admissions and F inancial Aid to alter current MIlTapplication requirements.
The gist of the proposal is to
change the high school sciencce requirement from both chernnistry
and physics to two years of laboratory sciences chosen from biology, chemistry, and physics. The
committees intend the measuIre to
broaden the pool of prospeective
applicants, and to increase dliversity at MIT.
This measure is the first evidence of a substantive attemlpt by
the administration at deEaling
with overcrowding in variou s departments. It is a step in the right
direction.
Broadening the science req uirement will have immediate and
positive results on the admis,sions
procedure:
· Talented students will I not
be excluded from applying just
because they are lacking one high
school science subject.
® MIT will be sending the
message to applicants that it is
interested in students with a variety of science backgrounds and

interests. The current requirement places too much emphasis
on the physical sciences and does
not allow for interests in biology.
It is not coincidence when a large
proportion of students with high
school exposure to physical sciences become interested in electrical engineering.
a The new requirements will
enlarge the applicant pool, hopefully enabling MIT to admit
classes with interests roughly proportional to the range of intellectual offerings at the Institute.
There is no reason that the
highly-ranked political science,
civil engineering, linguistics, and
ocean engineering departments
should not have good sized undergiaduate classes to match
their capacities for teaching. MIT
has changed significantly since
the current application requirements were put in place, and it is
time to alter them to echo reality.
This proposal will not pass the
faculty easily. It represents a serious change and as such will undoubtably generate dissension.
Many MIT professors are afraid
of sending a shock throughout
the public education system with
the headline "MIT drops
physics!" Considering MIT is one
of a very few colleges still to require high school physics, that
,qm
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messagge could hardly be any
more (crippling than when the
majorit ty of the other universities
remove d their requirement.
Anotther issue is whether admitting students without physics
will darmnage the freshmen physics
curricul!um. I believe, based on
my owvn performance in 8.01,
that I vwould have been better off
withoutt my high school physics
preparaation. At least, I would
have p;aid attention rather than
thinkingg "Why work? I had this
in high school."
I urgge the faculty to approve
this prooposal despite the various
reservat tions. During the long discussion s last term over limiting
enrollmrent in the Department of
Electric :al Engineering and Computer S cience, it was very apparent thatt education is too complex
for simrple deductive logic even to
start to) predict the outcome of
any chaange. All that can be done
is to weeigh the possible outcomes
and m;ake decisions based on
probabiilities. In this case the results off changing the application
requirenmrents are clearly beneficial to MIT and the quality of
undergrraduate education.
Editor'ss note: Erik A. Devereaux
is a stundent member of the faculty Connmittee on Educational
Policy.
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Witt responds to editorial

To the Editor:
being out of the country this
Malchman, I have been ex- IAP. Unlike you, Bob, I enjoy
tremely patient with you over the traveling and meeting people
past year, quietly ignoring your from outside the United States.
spiteful attacks on me and oth- If you regret having to stay in
'ers.
I have been annoyed and of- Boston when you could have
Volume 104, Number 2
Tuesday, February 14, 1984
fended by your insensitive hu- been making an ass out of yourChairman ........................
..
.
.. Martin
...
Dickau '85
morless pieces on me ("Michael self in yet another foreign counEditor in Chief..................... Robert E. IMalchman '85
P. Dimwitt" et al.) [April 26, try, that is your problem. FrankManaging Editor .........
............. Scott I. Chase '85
1983], Bar Mitzvahs [April 15, ly, I do not think it is any of your
Business Manager ..................... Paul G. Gabuzda '85
1983] and your voyages in Eu- business anyway.
rope [Feb. 8, 1983], most notably
And just where have you been,
France [Jan. 18]. But last Friday's Bob? If you had spoken with me,
NEWS STAFF
Roderick A. Dick '84, Will Doherty '84, Ben T. Tien '84, Sam
editorial [Feb. 10] was positively or attended just one General AsCable '85, Gary J. Drlik '85, Steve Pang '85, Jake Tinio '85,
the last straw. That piece, sup- sembly meeting, you would realJames J. Reisert '86, Paul Sheng '86, Andrew Bein '87, Paul
posedly authored by the editorial ize that most of your allegations
Duchnowski '87, Kevin D. Hurst '87, Harold Stern '87, Edward
board of The Tech, reeked -so were unfounded. For example, a
E. Whang '87, John F. Pitrelli G.
much of your lack of taste and joint committee of the General
PRODUCTION STAFF
humor, and of your unequalled Assembly and the Graduate StuAssociate Night Editor: Gregory D. Troxel '87; Staff: Stewart
ignorance of your subject matter, dent Council has been formed;
Cobb '85, Bill Coderre '85, Daniel J. Weidman '85, Ron Bloom
that I assume I can grant you full the executive-committees of both
'86, Carl A. LaCombe '86, Mary C. Ystueta '86, Ronald E.
credit for its authorship.
organizations met last term to
Becker '87, Kathleen M. O'Connell '87; Production Manager: A.
I do plead guilty on one count: discuss employee benefits and the
Gorin '84; Typist: Virginia K. Chang '85.
'in trying to prepare a new UA joint recognition of student acconsitution, I have been side- tivities; not one, but two Steering
PRODUCTION STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE
tracked many times by other is- Committees were formed last
Night Editor: ..............................................
Scott . Chase '85
Staff: Charles P. Brown '84, A. Gorin '84, Simson L. Garfinkel '85,
sues, most recently employee term - one consists of all stuCarl A. La Combe '86, Ronald E. Becker '87, Andrew S. Gerber '87,
benefits. Last term I announced dent representatives to Institute
Kathleen M. O'Connell '87, Gregory D. Troxel '87, V. Michael Bove
that we would not put any new committees, the other is a special
G, Tim McNerny.
contitution to a referendum until student committee on Project
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
the Undergraduate Association Athena; I have met with Dean
The Tech (ISSN 0148-9607) is published twice weekly during the academic year (exelections next month. And yes, for Student Affairs Shirley M.
cept during MIT vacatiqns), weekly during January, and tri-weekly during the summer
for $10.00 per year Third Class by The Tech, 84 Massachusetts Ave. Room W20-483,
Bob, I have changed my mind on McBay concerning the possible
Cambridge, MA 02139. Third Class postage paid at Boston, MA. Non-Profit Org. Permit No 59720. POSTMASTER: Please send all address changes to our mailing adoccasion. At least I have one to separation of the Finance Board
dress: The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139. Telephone: (617)
change.
from that of the Office of the
253-1541. Advert/sing, subscription, and typesetting rates available. Entire contents
..' 1984 The Tech. Printed by Charles River Publishing, Inc.
I will make no apologies for Dean 'for Student Affairs, and a
L- II
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question of a student activitites
fee will be put to a referendum
during this spring's Undergraduate Assembly elections.
The idea of adding the treasurers of student activities to the
membership of the Finance
Board was mistakenly attributed
to me - last March, The Tech
called me "naive" for having suggested it [March 15, 1983]. Now
you fault me for not doing it.
Damned if I do, damned if I
don't . . .
Bob, you could be a much better writer if you were a bit more
sensitive and informed about
your subject matter, and a better
editor if you learned that good
editorial opinion does not necessarily mean criticism of absolutely anything and everything.
Bob, let's make a deal: I will
stop pretending to be an Undergraduate Association President,
and you stop pretending to be a
journalist.
Michael P. Witt '84
Editor's note: Editorials, marked
as such, represent the official
opinion of The Tech's editorial
board, consisting of the chairman, the editor in chief, the managing editor, the news editors
and the opinion editor.
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povver an d control
Pi:k Course I

Second in a series.
Severe restrictions on entry
into Course VI for future freshmmen are even now threatening to
rise phoenix-like from the ashes
of the December faculty meeting
and turn MIT into a two-class
system.
Everyone has an obligation to
discourage freshmen from majoring in Course VI. I have a twostep modus operandi for stimulating discussion: First, bring to
light the many facets of MIT's
other departments; second, offend as many people as possible
along the way, in hopes of provoking a response.
What drives mechanical engineers? What is the essence of
Course 11? How can I capture the
flavor of MechE without asking
another rhetorical question?
Easy:- Course II is power, cars,
and control.
If you do not believe me, just
go to the 2.70 contest.' Arrive
about two hours early some year
and get a really good seat. If you
cannot make it early, just bring a'
large brown paper bag; people
will think you are a contestant
and let you -et a seat up front.

-

I

-- --

-i

aw

,-i

--

Then sit back and see the thrill of
victory and the agony of defeat,
if I may coin a phrase. The last
two years, the key to winning the
contest has been power, cars, and
control.
Let me illustrate with the story
of "D." In high school, Mr. D
assembled a jeep from the parts
from more than a dozen cars. At
MIT, he had a brief fling with the
biomedical engineering facet of
Course II; I wish I could describe
in detail his attempt to build a
hand-held matter transporter that
could distinguish between clothing and skin for use on women at
parties, but it failed in an ugly
fashion, and the case has not yet
come to trial.
Then Mr. D found computers
and control, which is the use of
electronics- for regulating rnashines. This was Mr. D's Nirva-,
na. He used to say that applying
computers and control to the design of cars was more fun than
self-abuse. INow that is autoeroticism.
Course 1I, like Course 1,
makes extensive use of computers, and has its own famous com(Please turn to page 6)
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other things. Not surprisingly,
one of' his hobbies is war-gaming,
and, even lesss surprisingly, his
most recent favoritcs are the auto-dueling game, Car Wars, and
Nuclear Escalation. He once won
at Nuclear Escalation with 73
million surviving people, although he had to drop an MX
rnisilc with a 100-nicgatonl bomb
on his niother to do so. Mr. F is
saild to have been the 'source of
til farnouLS line 1'roni the rnovie
Rollel/call, "(iamc? It was never
rneait to Ke a ganie!"
Unlike Course 1, Course II is
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puter course with a long title, in
tiliS case, Elementary Programming and Machine Computation
(2.10O).
"E" once drew a big circle on a
blackboard and said, "Thi.s is the
world." Then he put a small dot
in the center of' the circle and
said, "These are all the infinitely
.smeart people who deserve to die."
Finally, he scribbled over the rest
of the circle and said, "These are
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Guest Column/Paul R. Tapp

Glenn the better candidate
The Democratic debate at
Dartmouth College demonstrated
a problem that demands careful
attention, for it is widespread,
serving only to stymie American
vitality and development. During
the debate former Vice President
Walter F. Mondale accused Sen.
John Glenn, D-Ohio, of voting
"for Reaganomics." In response,
Glenn babbled as if in refutation.
We Democrats - and-Republicans do the same but in reverse
direction - have taken on a-certain mentality in the past years
which causes us to think that everything which is associated with
Republicans is wrong, and everything which is associated with
Democrats is right. This mentality, obviously the ramification of
an emotionally fueled animus, is
typified by Mondale's attempts to
vilify Glenn for supporting "Ret
ganomics." The time has come
for such paradigms of voting to
end, especially considering that
so-called " Reaganomics"i indeed
,works.
It is because of Reaganomics
that the
- excuse the term'
United States is experiencing an
economic recovery so strong it
exceeds the 1961 recovery. The
growth rate in real gross national
product for the third quarter of
1983 was at. an annualized rate of
7.9 percent. The inflation rate for
the past year has been less than
three percent. Thanks to the recovery, significantly lower inflation, and the personal tax rate re-
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bor market cannot sufficiently explain the increase. What brought
the increase on was increase in
the supply side - the cost of living made it difficult for a household to maintain its standard of
living unless both husband and
wife earned income - and a
sharp increase in demand for labor.
Thanks to the inflation policy
of the Carter administration,
firms in the 1970s enjoyed a
strong demand for their products. Because of the danger of a

ductions, working Americans are
keeping more and more of their
personal income.
Although the federal deficit is,
large and alarming, we must keep
it in perspective. What really
counts is federal borrowing as
compared to personal savings.
Federal borrowing in the first two
quarters of the recovery this fiscal
year fell from 33 to 21 percent of
private savings.
Deficits should not be directly
associated with high interest
rates. At worst the deficit this
year will be five percent of the
gross national product. Why are
interest rates in Japan and Germany so low in spite of government deficits that have been seven
to eight percent of their respective gross national products in
the past several years? The answer is because inflation rates
have been so low. Ultimately,
high interest rates in the United
States are the result of the inflation in the past twenty years and
of rational- expectation of another round in 1984.
Whenever - we discuss unemployment, we must consider that
we are seeing the effects of a
drawn-out process. Bear in mind
that the working population
jumped from 70 million in the
1960s to 100 million in the 1970s,
a 40 percent increase in less than
10 years. The rapid increase of
female participation in the work
force and the entrance of the baby-boom generation into the la-
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are giving to the examination of
various political stands is just the
time needed to classify those
stands as belonging to a group Democrat, Republican, or whatever. Because I have learned that
in practice, except where the
economy is concerned it seems,
there is not a dime's ,vorth of difference between the "Democrats"
and the "Republicans," and because I know now where Mondale and Glenn stand, I will be
voting for the person, rather than
the party, in November. If it is
Glenn vs. Reagan, I will pick
Glenn certainly. If it is Mondale
vs. Reagan;, again no misgivings:
Reagan! Do not worry though; it
would be my first (and thank
God, my last) time.
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Reagan's policies
proven effective
(Continued fromn page 7)
depression, though, they were
fearful of making investments.
Precisely because of this departure from capital-intensive operation, the productivity of the
workforce was drastically reduced. Yet the rate of unemployment in the United States
dropped from 10.8 percent to 9.3
percent by last September, and it
is still falling. Housing starts
have increased to an annual rate
of 1.7 million - notwithstanding
interest rates that remain high in
real terms.
When we see this we must conclude something is working.
Whether you call it supply-side
economics, Reaganomics, or neoclassical economics, it works. It
always has. These are not failed
economic policies. Our only failure is in going only halfway. We
have made a great start, and at
this point it does not make sense
to give it up. As a -Democrat I
have often found myself acting as
Mondale and condemning ideas
simply because the people who
came up with them were Republicans. I am sure everyone has
found, at some time or another,
himself or herself playing. Mondale instead of Glenn with many
issues -- not just political ones.
We must recognize this fault and
strive to correct it.
Glenn, of course, is not without fault. When he was accused
by Mondale of supporting Reaganomics. Glenn should have
been very forthright and admitted proudly that he indeed
was a supporter and voted for it
many times. But we cannot really
blame himn. He knew of the mentality of which I speak which permeates both sides of the political
arena. He would not have had
enough time to explain his stand,
and above all he would have been
dubbed as a supporter of Republican ideals and therefore not a
good choice as a Democratic candidate. it seems the only time people
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Comedy t:he clandestine
The Clandestine Marriage, written by
David Garrick and George Colman, presented by the MIT Dramashop, directed
by Robert N. Scanlan; at the Kresge Little
Theater, Thursdav, Friday and Saturday at
8 p.m., admission $4.50/$3.50 with MIT
or senior citizen ID.
The latest production by the MIT Dramashop, The Clandestine Marriage, is an
amusing comedy of manners set in England in the year 1766. The play deals with
fairly light-hearted material, but occasionally bogs down in plot complications.
Dramashop's production is faithful to the
original script, and part of the problem
lies with its datedness, making it little
more than a period piece.
The Clandestine Marriage takes place
on the estate of one Mr. Sterling (Bill Bryant '83), a wealthy London merchant, who
lives with -his two daughters, Fanny (Jean
Apers '86) and her older, unnamed, sister
(Lee Higgins). A wedding has been
planned between the elder daughter and
Sir John Melvil (Kevin Cunningham '82),
the nephew of Lord Ogleby (Joel Gluck
'86), a wealthy earl. All are on hand the
weekend of the wedding, including Sterling's widowed sister Mrs. Heidelberg
(Anjali Sastry '86), and the servants of
both households.
The 18th Century was a time of great
changes in English society. Members of the
merchant class were rapidly overtaking the
older aristocratic families in wealth and
importance. It became fashionable for the
established, titled families to marry into
this new merchant wealth; The Clandestine
Marriage is a satirical look at this period.
The play starts with the two families
gathering for the wedding; however, all
does not go quite as planned. The groom
gets cold feet, not because he is shy, but
because he has fallen in 0love with his fian-

ce's younger sister, Fanny. Sterling's sister
and eldest daughter are both outraged by
this turn of events, which causes no end of
embarrassment to both families. Good Sir
John is willing to make a bargain to get
out of his original wedding plans, for
which Sterling will overlook the lastminute humiliation.
Fanny wants no part of the union, and
for good reason. It turns out that she has
been married for four months to Sterling's
clerk, Lovewell (lan Dowell '86), and has
been keeping the fact a secret until she can
gain her father's-approval. She attempts to
take Lord Ogleby into her confidence ir
order to help dissuade Sir John, but only
manages to cause him to fall for her also.
The conflicts are, in classic Shakespearean
fashion, resolved in a marvelously orchestrated final scene which alone is well worth
sitting through the rest of the play.
This production of The Clandestine
Marriage is a bit rough around the edges.
The pace dragged a bit in the first half of
the play, but picked up after intermission.
Better use of the sound crew could have
been made, as few audio effects are utilized. On the positive side, the costumes
are excellent, and the use of makeup superlative. The sets are imaginative and
well-executed, and the lighting well-handled in some difficult scenes.
Alpers turned in a wonderful performance as younger daughter Fanny, and
Gluck practically stole the show with his
comic portrayal of the elderly, eccentric
earl. The acting by the rest of the ensem,
ble was above average, but occasional
breaks in character and a bit of hammy
overacting detracted from an otherwise
enjoyable production.
Deserving of honorable mention for
their performances were Bill Bryant, Sue
Downing-Bryant '85, and Michael Guenette '82, whose portrayals of their charac-
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strength of the-book: T: S. Eliot's poetry.
Old Possumn's Book of Practical Cats
consists largely of cariccatures (no pun intended) of cats displayying. rather human,
often extrahuman, charracteristics. The humor, the brillance, the outright sarcasm of
Eliot's poetry is well deemonstrated - and
well performed - wh hen director Trevor
Nunn and choreograph er Gillian Lynne al-'
low
to remain the
- .. . _ .it
_ _.......
focus of the show.
I
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Cway

ters stood out from thee pack. Also appearing in the play were Patrick Byrne '85,
Eric Sven Ristad '85 , Sanjay Govindgee
'86, Joseph Loebach '86, Kerry O'Neil
'87, and George Spelvvin.
On the whole, the 1positive attributes of
this production of The Clandestine
Marriage outweigh its faults, but not
overwhelmingly so. Tlhis is not a play for
everyone, but comes reecommended to anybody with a taste foor a light dramatic
romp through Georgisan English mores.
by Daniel P. Flagg
. -......
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Tech Photo by Simson L Garfinkel

Catchy felines cateaoricall
Cats, music by Andrew Lloyd Webber,
based on Old Possum's Book of Practical
Cats by 7: S. Eliot; at the Shubert Theater, 265 Tremnont St., Boston, phone 4264520 for perform7ance info rmalion.
Yeah, right. A bunch of cats hanging
around a junkyard singing about each other. Sure. Didn't Walt Disney do that already?
There's something mighty strange about
this junkyard. Lobk at the size of that
junk. And I've never seen Christmas tree
lights flashing in a junkyard before.
Never mind the strobes hidden all over
the place, either; or the UFO that seems to
have replaced the Shubert's giant crystal
chandelier; or the flashpots; or the trademark glow-in-the-dark eyes.
The highlight of the show comes in the
first act when a dozen mylar-encrusted
cockroaches tap-dance across the- stage
carrying giant knives, forks and spoons.
This production is, in short, the theatrical equivalent of an Electtric Light Orchestra concert in the Isabella Stewart Gardner
Museum.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not against a
little - or even a lot of - glitz now and
again, but in Cats the high-tech effects and
unrestrained showiness obscure the real

d-

Too often, though, their show supersedes
Eliot's substance.
The cast's ensemble dancing - including the tap-dancing roaches - is exciting
and practically flawless, but often seems
alienated from the text of the show. The
pounding of a couple of dozen paws uh, feet - and the sliding of bodies across
the stage combines with the 22-piece orchestra to render many lyrics inaudible.
Strong performances in several nuimbers
do, however, demonstrate a surprising potential in this book. The Rum Tum Tugger
(Rich Hebert) is a campy feline cross between Elvis Presley and Mick Jagger, complete with pelvic convulsions; Grizabella,
the Glamour Cat (Laurie Beechman) is
.wonderfully pathetic as a burned-out bon
vivant who can still belt out a tune; Gus,
the Theatre Cat (Sal Mistretta) is the most
vividly human cat as he reminisces about
his starring role in a pointed Gilbert and
Sullivan takeoff.
These charactelrs and their scenes prove
that Eliot is - or at least should have
been - the star of this show. A stronger
sense of the poet's role in the production

-h
,Slhwants

yglitzy
would have prevented excesses like "The
Awefull Battle of the Pekes and Pollicles,"
a highly stylized, but rather boring, dogfight that came off like a weak Michael
Jackson video.
Andrew Lloyd Webber's music seems, at
times, derivative of his earlier shows, most
notably Evita, but its emotional impact
still falls far short of that generated in the
scores of Evita and Jesus Christ Superstar.
Cats has but one fetching tune, aptly titled "Mernory." It is a song you might
whistle on the way out of the theater, but
will forget by the time you reach the subway.
The company captures feline affectations well, pawing at each other, stretching
and clawing the air, and, in a delightful
backdrop to one scene, fighting over a
length of ribbon.
The characteristics that are likely to endear this show to many represent, in fact,
one of its most serious flaws: a constant
pandering to the audience. The basic set,
for example, a gargantuan junkyard, really is impressive, but the crew is apparently
so impressed with its own work that it allows the audience to wander onstage during intermission to examine it at closer
range, while a member of the cast holds
court center stage, signing autographs. So
much for maintaining the theatrical illusion.
Cats could be, should be, a showcase
for the talents of T. S. Eliot and of the
cast. Instead, it is a catalog of high-tech
tricks of direction and design: from flashing lights and electric costumes to woofers
and tweeters surrounding the audience to
produce neat, dimensional sound effects.
The set, the costuming, the choreography and the special effects in Cats are
nothing short of spectacular. The show's
creators just seem to have forgotten that
these devices are the theater's means, not
its end.
Barry S. Surman

you

to submit your choices of the top ten records for 1983. We will publish the results
alongside polls by Tech staffers. Feel free to submit lists in as many different categories as you like, i.e. albums, singles, pop, rock, punk, local, classical, jazz.
Please do not feel limited by these suggestions. Please send your lists via Institute
mail by Friday, Feb. 24 to:
The T7ch
Record Survey
W20-483
or drop them off at our offices on the 4th floor of the Student Center.
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Basketball drubs
Wheatoon
women
team in rebounding, averaging 15
points and 10 caroms per game.
Rookie guard Martha Beverage
'87 leads the team in assists with
4 per game. Liz Anderson '84
and Maureen Sybertz '85 fortify
the Tech defense; Sybertz leads
the team in steals.
Coaches Jean Heiney and
Mary Jasinski said they are
pleased with the team's performance and hope to receive a bid
for one of four openings at the
MAIAW state championships
held on Feb. 25 and 26. The
women cagers next play when
they host Worcester Polytechnic
Institute this Thursday at 6 p.m.
in Rockwell Cage.
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JEWISH INTRODUCTIONS
We announce for you:
*An. unpressured, student designed service to meet other Jewish graduate and
undergraduate students in Boston.
*We feature a brief informal interview with a counselor who will meet and match
students at twelve area schools.
*You and your poten tial friend will each receive a confidential letter, giving you the
option to follow through. Whenever possible, participants will receive more than
one match. All inquiries and information will be held in strict confidence.
*interviews will be conducted at your campus during February. All letters will be
mailed in early March. There is a five dollar fee plus a deposit which will be returned
upon completion of a short follow-up questionnaire.
eAll interviews must be scheduled by Wednesday, February 15. Call 266-3882 for
appointments and information.
A project of the Metropolitan Outreach Program of the B'nai B'rith Hillel Council
of Greater Boston, Z33 Bay State Road, Boston, MA 02215.
S
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The rifle
will again
in
action
this team
weekend
when be
MIT
this weekend when Mit
hosts the New England Collegiate
Rifle League finals. The league
finals will determine which teams
advance to the national championships.
Editor's note: Dan Orange is a
member of the rifle team.
,,

Th

1984

O0

of which are expected to be
among the top eight schools in
the country.
The Engineers also broke the
MIT air rifle record with a team
score of 1466 out of 1600 points.
Eskey shot a 378, GOldenberg a
370, Foringer a 366 and Sullivan
a 352. Again, the team placed
third behind the top teams from
West Point and St. John's but
well ahead of the other teams.
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Rifle team places
rd at Army meetBy Dan Orange
The varsity rifle team -placed
third among 14 teams at the West
Point Invitational Feb. 4, setting
several MIT records along the
way.,
The US Military Academy also
hosted St. John's University,
King's College, Cornell University, Lehigh University and the US
Coast Guard Academy.
Cliff Eskey '85 captured the individual title in the small-bore rifle competition
competition with
with aa school-r
school-refle
cord 1164 out of a possible 1200
points. Pam Sullivan '86 shot for
1107, Mark Foringer '87 fired for
1103, and Felixa Goldenberg '85
shot 1090, yielding a record 4464
points. The total gave the Engineers a third-place finish behind
West Point and St. John'g, both

F
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If we were LSC, -you would
have to wait until Friday
night to read this ad.
Advertise in The Tech, and take
Friday night off.

lI
By Amy Smith
The MIT women's basketball
team continued its best season
ever as it raced to a 76-64 victory
over Wheaton College last Thursday.
At 12-6, this year's squad has
already set a record for the most
games won in a single season.
The victories include a record-setting 95' point sizzler against Endicott and victories over rivals
Smith and Bates Colleges.
The team has six returning letter winners, including co-captains
Terry Felts '84 and Cindy Robinson '84. Louise Jandura '84 and
Julie Koster '85 lead the team in
scoring. Koster also leads the
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Indulge yourself in a warm cup
of Cafe Vienna. It's a light and cinnamony touch
deliciously
different
flavors
Ir
-- I - of
- class.
- -A- 6iFAnd just one of five -s
trom General t .oodsI
- : ----OF E
International C qFGoffeesR.
k

-

GENERAL FOODS* INTERNATIONAL COFFEES

AS MITCH A FEELIN AS A FLAVOR

Available at.

MIT Coop

1-- .
3uai~
-014

Q General Foods Corponalion 1983
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The FASTEST Growing Flight School in the Rugged Northeast

a
I

PATRIOT AVIATION GUARANTEED PILOT COlURSE
B

Hi l...I'm Art Teager...

f*

Arth ur Teager, President

E

MIT Class of '48 and '49

Patriot Aviation

I
I

Come and enjoy the fun of flying with us
Enjroy a new kind of freedom

Experience the thrill and excitement of soaring with the eagles. Join the F'atriot Family of safe, confident
pilots. As a Patriot pilot, you will be part of a special group of people who have gained a new perspective,
soared to new heights and gained new friends.
You'll join the Patriot Fraternity of safe, confident pilots and see the world through different eyes. We can

help you conquer your fear, so that you too can enjoy this wondrous world of beauty.
i

f

I

g
t;

f
I

Join oor-it-rIo rfFam!$i and-earn tybur Patriot Wings. Come and enjoy the Fun of Flying with us.
Flying is really a lot of fun. Wehelpconfqueryourfearby using only theBEST NEWPLANES, BESTFLIGHT

s

INSTRUCTORS, BESTCESSNA (F.A.A. APPROVED) PROGRAM with UNLIMITED FLIGHTHOURS and
UNLIMITED GROUND SCHOOL under our unique 2-3-2 program. all at a GUARANTEED PRICE (NO

SHORT CUTS).
We train only In NE`W Cessna 152 aircraft, the world's most forgiving trainer. You'll train at safe Hanscom
Field with a control tower and long, wide runways. You'll receive the full ground course as part of the "'Patriot

f·t;
· L·Z
.h

:'V
a
·
:

Guaranteed" one-on-one program You 11
receive everything needed to earn your private pilot's license and
Patriot Flying Wings.
PATRIOTAVIATION Is the only figlt school In this area to offer an all-inclusive flight training program using
new qu Ipment at a guaranteed price. In Just 14 short weeks,-you can join our Patriot Family of safe, confident
pilots. Patriot is open 7 days a week with hours to fit your schedule. PATRIOT AVIATION IS SIMPLY THE
SAFEST AND THE BEST.
TAKE

a

5

EASY

PHONE 274-6s00
FOR APPOINTMENT
FREE 1/2 HOUR TOUR
(NO OBLIGATION)

2

5

AND BECOME A PATRIOT PILOT

STEPS
COMB(1E SEE
OUR SCHOOL
8 EQUIPMENT

.e
.B

3 SIGN-UP

4

5

START FLYING

GET YOUR WINGS

GET YOUR FREE
UNLIMITED HOURS
FLYING-RED-CASE
COMPLETE WITH LOGBOOK
(AND EVERYTHING NEE-DED)

:i.
'A
r

ti

iI;,
.1

Come Join The Patriot Family.
HANSCOMW
FIELD's
ONLY

BEST flight instructors
BEST new planes, and

BEST program All at a
GUARANTEED PRICE* with

·
:-·

L1-

:
E

fACT0Y AUlTHORIZED
CESSNA MOONEY HEALER
flIGHT SCHOOL
PARTS
SERVICE
fAA APPROVED COURSES
FAA LICENSE ALP-M"ECHANIC

UNLIMITED flight hours and

UNLIMITED ground-school

under our unique 2-3-2 program.
ONLYf PATRIOT
0 uses now aircraft.

on ornev-lnstruction.
L Is open 7 days a wok.e
C has flexible hours to fly your schodule.
1 J offers a guaranteed program and price.
Ci has the best InstructorPll full time-all C.F.l.l. s.
C has a full time FAA examiner on the statH
' You'll learn everything needed

SiaE

1- has all Indvlidual one

It -- B--1

274=6500

i
r

We Care Aboudt Our
Patriot Famliy

-

Call
us at

v,

\- Iv

7

-·

PATRIOT AVIATION CORP.

·

3RD FLOOR, CIVIL AlR BUILDING, HAINSCOM FIELD
(ROUTE 128 & 2A), BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01730
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Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or P0 Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

THE JOURNEY HAS BEGUN

WANTED: Creative, energetic individual to work consistantly 2-4
hours per week, placing and filling
posters on campus. Earn $500 or
more each school year. 1-800-2436679.

-

-I

II

_-,,

OPEN

TDK SA 90 cassettes factory direct
just $2.60 each, minimum order 10
tapes. Send name and phone number to: Tapes, P.O. Box 144, MIT
Branch, Cambridge, MA, 02139

HOI SE

Come learn about the exciting work Hughes
is performing in Analysis/Design
utilizing the disciplines of:

'Small, varied consultancy seeking
freelance associates (economists;
statisticians; systems/financial analysts; engineers; others). Flexible
hours: housebound professionals
welcome. Write to P.G. Read, 52
Bay State Rd., Boston, MA 02215
describing background, professional aspirations. All replies acknowledged.'

* Communication Theory
* Control Theory
* Digital Signal
Processing
* Software Design
* Computer Science

Brand new windsurfer all equipment including: striking sail colors
- Fin - mast - boom - universal
- lines - adjustable dagger board
- $525.00. Call Bob, 396-3086,
387-1649
Roomate Needed
Cambridge -Between Harvard
and Central Squares. Modern apartment with dishwasher, disposal,
central heating, air conditioning,
and convenient laundry. Furniture
and covered parking negotiable.
$372.50 including heat. Call Joe at
876-7007.

* Circuit Design/Analysis
* Image Processing
* Pattern Recognition
E & M Theory
* Mechanical Engineering
* Aeronautical Engineering

Technical Managers and Engineers
will be present.

Building 5, Room 134
Thursday Feb.t16, 1984, 4:30-6:30 PM

Data Entry/Accounting Clerk
Full time Data Entry/Accounting
Clerk to work at corporate office in
downtown Boston on Wang 2000
System. Must have two years or
more experience and be self-motivated. Send resume or write to:
Asian Restaurants Int'l., Inc. 503
Statler Office Bldg. Boston, MA
02116 Attn: Personnel.

(refreshments will be served)
Campus Interviews Feb. 23 & 24, 1984

Typeset Resumes say you are professional. We can help you design a
personal format -- only $25 ($10.
each additional page). Turnaround
time is just two working days. Monday-Saturday. Contact Rudra Press
today at 576-3394.

Creating a new world with electronics

Is it true that you can buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. Government?
Get the 'facts today! Call (312)
742-1142 ext. 5890.

N UGHES

L------------J
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

Need Credit Cards? New Credit?
Receive Visa and Mastercard with
no credit check. Free brochure call
(602) 9511 266 ext. 302.
The MIT Equipment Exchange
offers surplus equipment and used
typewriters to students and staff
at reasonable prices.
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U.S. Citizenship Required for Employment
Equal Opportunity Employer
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SCHOOLS

Serving: ARTISTSO DESIGNERS 0 ARCH ITECTS 0 IDRAFTSMENI

* No further qua;-Ili',, discounts on Utrecht products 9 Our Utrecht Branch Stores carry thousands of other items at Impressive Savings|

UJTR2EC:HT ART 8&DR{AFTING SllPPLY C:ENTER OF BOSTON:|333 Massachuseits Avenue ( Corn er of'Hun ting ton, o pposite Sym ph ony Hall) ^ Boston, Massach usetts 021t1 5.
Telephone: (617) 262-4948 * Hiours: 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Monday through Saturday, All Year.|
.

UTRECHT BRANCH L OCATIONS: B OSTON, NEW YORK, BR OOKLYN, PHILADELPHIA, & WA SHING TON D. C.|

I _1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~TEH VELLM-EC

STAE DT LER MARS: 70 S7
MARSMATIC TEC:HNIC:AL PEN S;ET
- With Stainless Steel Points
Arc isets nPrice: 68n0
For Artists

HOEC=HST
hets StLRols
| PROFESS

Utrecht Price 70% Off: $20.40
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The .004 Mil Double Matte Film has a
~~~~~~Note6:
~~~~~~~~~~base thickness (before coating) of. 003 Mil.
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_

_
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After the coating has been applied it has a

No. 327 Monsanto FO)ME-COR
- Laminated Foam Board

total thicknes'sof 004 Mil.

.

IN 20 YARD ROLLS:
- Double Matte:
36"x20 Yard Roll. S38.50
42"x20 Yard Roli- $44.95

50%
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IN SHEETS:
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40.68
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Packages
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Sheet Size

-
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3.90
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14"
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100 Sheet

50 Sheet

5, 40) S 3.24 50 B3oards $135.00

18" x 20 Yds
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^ No. 260: CANARY Paper - 7.5 Ibs.
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GHOST-FREE ERASURES
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12 Rolls per Carton

-Packed
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EXCE LLENT I NK & PE NCIL TAK E

_

eHas Extreme High Transparency

detal drawings, etc. Each

for architects, designers and engineers

PERMANENT

5

Withstand Repeated G host-Free Erasures|
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PRHEPARYEWDTRGAHCING PAPER|
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- For Pencil, Pen & Film Pencil

-LIGNH6TWEIGHT SKETCH ING
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UTR ECHT Thin Lead.|

3 MECHANICAL PENCIL S;ET
The Utrecht Pencil set contains. three fixed

mm avnd 0 7 m~m Ileads.s(C~an tRake either
Pentel or Utrecht leads) The lead advances
by pressing a bu-tton on the top of the pencil
with one's thujrnb - which can be continOLISly feed from a 12 lead chamber. The
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leatherette
convenient case
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This is the challenge you've waited for, trained for, hoped for.

In oor Harriers
finish und feeated
(Continuedfrom page 16)
while Mike Lyons '85 followed in
third with a time of 2:42.02.
The team also fared well in the
short sprint events. Co-captain
Joe Presing '84 continued to
make his presence felt as he hurdled his way to a first place finish
in the 55-meter high hurdles with
a time of 7.85 seconds. In the
other short sprint event - the
55-meter dash - Ed Arenberg
'85 leaned for a .01 second margin of victory in 6.79 seconds.
John DeRubeis '83 followed
shortly thereafter in third in 6.98
seconds.
In the other sprinting events
MIT did not let up. The 400-meter dash saw another 1-2 performance for, MIT, turned in this
time by Dave Richards '86 and
DeRubeis. Richards sprinted in
with 50.8 seconds, and D~eRubeis
finished strong in second with
51l.9 seconds. In the 500-meter
dash, Ron Smith finished first as
well in 1:07.51.
The remaining individual
events produced good results as
well for MIT. In the 800-meter
run, Andrew Peddie 786 and
John Hradnansky '85 teamed for
a second-third place finish with
times of 1:58.87 and 1:59.31 respectively. And finally in the
grueling 3000-meter run, Bill

--

PTUESDAY,

This is your chance to join the company that's on the leading edge of every
high-performance technology in the semiconductor industry.
This Is your opportunity to interview with Advanced Micro Devices.

Mallet '86 and Bill Bruno '85
came in first and second with
8:53.14 and 9:00.6 respectively.
Mallet fended off a charge by
Bowdoin's runner, and Bruno later charged from behind to overtake the same runner for second.
The two teams split the final
relays. In the 1600-meter relay,
the team of Charles Parrott '85,
Peddie, Smith and Holterman
could not overcome a huge early
lead by Bowdoin and finished
just over one second behind with
3:32.95. The 3200-meter relay
team of Callaghan, David
Schultz '87, Lyons and Bob Joy
'87 had a much easier time as it
ran unopposed in 8:46.99.
MIT head coach Gordon Kelly
and assistant coach Halston TayT
lor said they hope the indoor
track season will culminate. in a
first-place finish in the New England Division III Championship
this Friday and Saturday at Bates
College in Lewiston, Maine. The

Advanced Mlicro Devicers
Camspus Interviews For Graduate/
Unsedergradutsate in Electrical Eengineering/
Computer Engineerirng/Computer Science

February 28
AMID chose the wave as its symbol to show the excitement of fast advancing
technology. We'll give you all the th rills your career can handle in exchange for your
talent and ideas.
Sign up now at your Career Planning and Placement Center. if our schedule is full,
send your resume to Toni Florian, Manager, College Recruiting, Dept.
*MIT-214, Advanced Micro Devices, 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088. An equal opportunity employer.

Engineers are a heavy favorite to
regain the championship, which
they relinquished to Tufts University last winter.

i

SHIERATON-BOSTON HOTEL
WELCOIESS FAMIILE S AND FRIENDS
OF M.I.To,S CLASS OF 984
DBURING COM[I[WENCEbg[IENT,

SWMSBFSWFSBMLooking for next year's
Valentine?
Third Annual Bachelors and
Bachelorettes Ball featuring
8oston's Mlost Eligible
Bachelors 1984

FOR M.I[.T. WEEKEND RATE OF $69.90
CALL 617-236-2020
FOR AVAILABILITY AND RESERVTATIONS.*

(compliments of Norms Nathan,
Boston Herald Columnist)

February 23, 1984
8 PM to Midnight

" rate applies to nights of June 1, 2, & 3, 1984
for up to 4 persons in a room. Special group rate
of $86.00 for additionalnights.

Jason's {3rd Floor Bell Room)
131 Clarendon St, Boston
Contribution $20.00 per person to
benefit the
Massachusetts Association for
Retarded Citizens
Tel. 89t-6270
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Happy Valentine's Day to
those of you who put up
with us not being there
with you when we're here
at night doing this:

FACILITIES INCLUDE:&JB~~

Mary

Jane
I
Daniel
Cathy _
Dawn

k~~~~~~~~~~~MT an Adoawntown
Boston
a~~~~~~~~~~~ Excllet accommodaions

We--love you.
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Haryiers run down
Bowdoin 86-50.
By Christopher Y. Kim
The MIT men's indoor track

team finished its dual meet season with a resounding 86-50 victory over Division 11I rival Bowdoin last Saturday afternoon at
MIT's Athletic Center. The win
completed another,perfect season
for the Engineers,' who are 8-0
this winter.
Despite being delayed by an ice
storm in Maine, the Polar Bears
stayed close with the Engineers in
the initial field events and were
only losing 15-12 after three
events. In the long jump, Ed
Freeman '86 and Jacob Kim '87
captured second and third places'
respectively with best jumps of
20' 2-3/4" and 19' 10-3/4". Pat
Parris '85 won the 35 lb. weight
throw with a throw of 54' 6",
and Greg Procopio '85 followed
right behind in second place with
a hurl ot'f 47' 7-1/4". Ron Smith
'85 was MIT's only placer in the
high jump finishing second with a
leap of 6 feet.
But that was as close as the Polar Bears got as the Engineers'
depth and strength in the running

-

events and the remaining field
events took its toll on Bowdoin.
In the final three field events the
Engineers fared better than they
had inll the first three.
In the triple jump, Kim returned to snare first place with a
jump of 41' 7-1/4", and teammate Freeman followed in third
with 39' 4". The P-Tearn of Parris and Procopio repeated their 12 performance in the shot put
with tosses of 44' 1/4" and 43' 23/4" respectively. And in the pole
vault, freshmen Scott Baird and
James Henderson vaulted their
way to second and third respectively with 12' 6" and 11' 0".
The Engineers captured at least
first place in all but two of the
ten events. Gordon Holterman
'87 got things off to a flying start
in the 1500-meter run with a first
place finish and an impressive
sub-four-minute time of 3:57.14.
Fellow freshman teammate Brian
Callaghan finished third with
4:13.92. Holterman later returned to come from behind and
win the 1000-meter run in 2:37.27
(Please turn to page 15)
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Tech Photo by Steven H. Wheatman

Ross Dreyer '86 pole vaults 12' 0" during the track meet againt Bowdoin College last Saturday in the Athletic Center.
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Precision Monolithics, Inc. is a leader in the design,
manufacture and saleof linear integrated circuits. Over

the past decade we have positioned ourselves in a niche
resulting in continued growth in the semiconductor
marketplace. Now in our second decade, we have
emerged as a pioneer in precision integrated circuits
and have introduced many industry firsts.
We're proud of our people at PMI. Because of their
dedication, productivity, attention to quality and sense
of urgency, we have been successful and profitable. Our
goal is to continue our leadership position as a product
innovator in linear data acquisition, data conversiorn, and
telecommunication integrated circuits. Our projections
for growth in the future are phenomenal.

The decisions you make in your career path after
graduation require, an in-depth analysis of what you
have to offer - and what your prospective employer will
offer you. The key to a successful business relationship
is compatibility of talent and resources.

Located in the hub of high technology on the San
Francisco PeninsUla, PMl's moderate size and open
environment enhance individual needs, desires, goals
and career growth. We're offering the following
engineering opportunities:

IC DESIGN
TEST

PRODUCT
PROCESS'
RELIABILITY/FAILURE ANALYSIS
PRODUCT MARKETING
SALES/APPLICATIONS
PIPMI offers outstanding benefits, competitive salaries and
a great atmosphere. If your goals include growing with
an exciting company, see us while we're on campus. Or,
send your resume or a letter describing your background
to College Relations, PVII, 1500 Space Park Drive, Santa
Clara, CA 95050. An equal opportunity employer.
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Monolithics
Incorporated
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apa

1500 Space Park Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
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408/727-6741
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